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Vesicle adhesion and fusion to interfaces are frequently used for the construction of biomimetic

surfaces in biosensors and drug delivery. Ubiquitous in cell biology, vesicle fusion involves the

transformation of two separate membranes into one contiguous lipid bilayer. In distinction, the

deposition of vesicle membranes to hydrophobic surfaces requires the transformation of a lipidic

bilayer into a monomolecular layer – a topologically distinct process termed hemifusion. Here, we used

hydrophobically terminated self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on solid surfaces to track the

hemifusion of fluorescently labeled giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) at the single vesicle level with

video time resolution (z53 ms). We observed that a dilute monolayer, consisting of lipid extracted

from the outer GUV leaflet, spreads outward across the hydrophobic surface from the vesicle adhesion

site. Subsequently, bilayer hemifusion occurs by vesicle rupture near the hydrophobic surface, followed

by spreading of lipid in a dense monolayer. GUV lipids thus transfer to the SAM surface in two

concentric zones: an outer hemifusion zone comprises lipids drawn from the outer GUV leaflet and an

inner hemifusion zone comprises lipids from both the inner and outer GUV leaflets and grows at a rate

ofz1000 mm2 s�1 (dA/dt¼ 970 � 430 mm2 s�1 in n ¼ 22 independent experiments). This growth rate is

quantitatively consistent with the assumption that the spreading of the monolayer is entirely driven by

the difference in surface energies of the hydrophobic and the lipid-covered SAM surfaces, which is

dissipated by friction of the spreading monolayer on the SAM. Lipid transfer between the inner and

outer GUV leaflets occurs via a hemifusion pore that forms early in the process near the membrane

contact site. This pore also permits expulsion of water from the GUV interior as the vesicle contracts

onto the contact site.
Introduction

Solid-supported lipid membranes1 are biomimetic proxies of cell

membranes widely used in biophysical research and biomedical

applications.2 In biophysical research, such membranes of well-

controlled composition have been exploited to investigate signal

transduction in cellular membranes,3 for example, in studies of

trans-bilayer coupling of raft domains,4 clustering of T-cell
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receptors,5 dimerization of receptor tyrosine kinases,6 and

membrane binding of PTEN,7 an important inhibitor of the

phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K) pathway. In biomedical

applications, solid-supported membranes are applied in bio-

sensing,8,9 for example, of pregnancy hormones10 and specific

antibodies,11 as well as in enzyme assays12 and characterization of

membrane ion channels.13–16 Furthermore, devices coated with

lipid membranes17,18 could be applied in drug delivery and

pharmaceutical screening.19–21 Therefore, a detailed under-

standing of vesicle hemifusion on hydrophobic surfaces and the

ability to control the assembly of supported membranes are

highly relevant to system optimization in a variety of areas in

basic and applied research.

The term ‘hemifusion’ describes an intermediate step in bilayer

fusion in which only the proximal layers of two membranes join

but the distal layers stay separate.22 In extension, one may

describe the spreading of vesicle membranes on a hydrophobic

interface as hemifusion when the bilayer of the vesicle reorga-

nizes to form a low-energy interface between the hydrophobic

substrate and surrounding buffer.23 A common protocol for

preparing supported membranes is by incubating hydrophilic
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10877–10886 | 10877
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surfaces such as glass, mica or silicon oxide with vesicles to form

solid-supported bilayer lipid membranes by fusion.24 Alterna-

tively, vesicle hemifusion to hydrophobic surfaces, such as gold

surfaces covered by densely packed self-assembled monolayers

(SAMs),25,26 leads to the formation of ‘hybrid’ bilayer

membranes (HBMs).27–30 Furthermore, if the predeposited SAM

is decoupled from the substrate by a hydration layer, vesicle

hemifusion leads to the formation of tethered bilayer lipid

membranes (tBLMs).11,31–33 Indeed, mechanisms that control

adsorption, vesicle rupture and bilayer deposition on hydrophilic

surfaces have been characterized at the single-vesicle level,24,34–40

and lipid monolayer addition in the formation of HBMs has also

been extensively studied.41–43 But even though vesicle hemifusion

on hydrophobic surfaces has been investigated in situ with a

variety of surface-sensitive techniques, including surface plas-

mon resonance (SPR),30 quartz crystal microbalance (QCM),34,44

atomic force microscopy (AFM),40 fluorescence intensity,32

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)11,12,30,43,45,46

and X-ray or neutron reflection,31,47,48 these methods report

average dynamics of vesicle hemifusion across the plane of the

bilayer. However, individual hemifusion events at the single-

vesicle level may differ significantly from the misleadingly

uniform behavior deduced by averaging over many of them. It

is therefore advisable to monitor the full statistics of such

events, because their distribution contains more information

than just its mean. Specifically, the reorganization of vesicle

bilayers in hemifusion events that leads to the formation of

the final supported membrane remains elusive: what are the

physical events that occur from the point of vesicle contact to

complete vesicle hemifusion? Here, we address this question by

studying the hemifusion of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) to

hydrophobic surfaces by video microscopy at the single-vesicle

level.

Materials and methods

Materials

1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-

sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B

sulfonyl) (ammonium salt) (LR-PE) and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-

sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-2-1,3-benzox-

adiazol-4-yl) (ammonium salt) (NBD-PE) were purchased from

Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL) and used as received.

Number 1.5 thickness glass coverslips were purchased from

Electron Microscopy Science (Hatfield, PA). Octadecyltri-

chlorosilane (OTS) and sodium dithionite were purchased from

Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). All other chemicals were of

HPLC grade, and ultrapure water was prepared in a Millipore

(Billerica, MA) Milli-Q water purification device.

OTS SAM preparation

Glass coverslips were sonicated in hydrogen peroxide : sulfuric

acid ¼ 1 : 4 v/v (‘‘Piranha solution’’) for 10 minutes, followed by

rinsing with copious amounts of water and drying under a stream

of nitrogen gas. They were then immediately immersed in 4 mM

OTS in dodecane to form the SAM. After overnight incubation,

the alkylated glass was sonicated in chloroform to remove any

unreacted OTS. The water contact angle measured after this step
10878 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10877–10886
was typically between 105� and 110�. The alkylated slides were

assembled in a Sykes–Moore chamber for imaging.

GUV formation

GUVs were formed by hydration of dried phospholipid films.49,50

In brief, 1 mg ml�1 of DOPC was mixed with 1 wt% LR-PE or

NBD-PE (molar ratios of 160 : 1 or 110 : 1, respectively) in

chloroform : methanol ¼ 1 : 1. 10 ml of this solution was spread

on the microscope glass slide and evaporated under vacuum

for z2 hours to remove any residual solvent. The dry lipid film

was then resuspended in 200 mM sucrose. GUVs formed within a

few hours. Before fluorescence imaging, the GUVs were diluted

with 95 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, pH z 7, isosmotic with 200

mM sucrose solution, to final concentrations between 0.00125

and 0.01 mg ml�1.

Fluorescence microscopy

Fluorescence imaging was performed in a Carl Zeiss Axiovert

200M microscope equipped with a Zeiss 63�, NA ¼ 1.4 Plan-

Apochromat objective lens and a 100 W mercury lamp. Video

imaging was recorded at 19 fps using a Hamamatsu C9100-12

EM-CCD camera (Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ) controlled

with IPLab (Biovision Technologies, Exton, PA). For experi-

ment with LR-PE, the Zeiss filter set BP546/12:FT560:BP665/20

was used, while for NBD-PE, the BP450-490:FT510:BP515-565

filter set was used. We performed two different sets of experi-

ments. In experiment A, the image plane was focused on the

glass–membrane–water interface to visualize the hemifusion and

spreading of GUVs on the substrate. In experiment B, the

microscope was focused on the equatorial plane of a GUV.

Except for the NBD quenching experiments, GUVs were

routinely labeled with LR-PE.

Outer-layer quenching of fluorophores

To follow the reorganization of inner leaflet lipids, the method

reported by McIntyre and Sleight51 was used to quench NBD-PE

fluorophores in the outer GUV bilayer leaflets selectively. 200 ml

of a solution of labeled GUV was mixed with 4 ml of freshly

prepared 1 M sodium dithionite and 1 M Tris for 10 minutes,

followed by 10-fold dilution with a dithionite-free buffer to

prevent further quenching. The GUVs were then immediately

used for fluorescence imaging. Fluorescence intensity measure-

ments showed that this treatment reduced the NBD fluorescence

by z45%, consistent with the assumption that only NBD in the

outer bilayer leaflets are quenched.

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)

To verify that fluorescence observed in the course of the

spreading experiments was indeed originating from the lipid

monolayer, we routinely performed FRAP experiments after the

completion of each microscopy run, i.e., when multiple vesicle

hemifusion events had formed a dense lipid monolayer on the

interface. In these controls, the light intensity from the mercury

lamp was increased to its maximum for 20 s to bleach a circular

spot (diameter, z26 mm). The light intensity was then reduced

again to imaging settings to record the recovery for the next
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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2 minutes. The recorded intensity traces were fitted to an equa-

tion describing the recovery of a uniformly bleached circular

spot52 and the lipid diffusion coefficient, D, obtained from the

fits.

Image analysis

ImageJ (NIH) and Matlab (Mathworks) were used for off-line

image processing. To determine the area of hemifusion zones, the

images recorded at the glass–water interface were converted to

binary images, either by slicing at the mean of (average back-

ground + average object) or by a standard method53 imple-

mented in Matlab.54 To determine intensity distributions within

the hemifusion zones, the normalized angular averages of the

intensities of circles concentric about the contact point were

calculated as a function of radial distance with the ‘Radial

Profile’ or ‘Radial Profile Extended’ plug-ins in ImageJ. The

slopes of these radial profiles were calculated and peaks in the

derivative plots used to identify the boundaries between the inner

and outer zones and between outer zones and background.

Results

Two sets of experiments were performed to investigate vesicle

hemifusion to SAM surfaces at the single-vesicle level. The first

series of experiments was designed to determine the time course

of vesicle hemifusion by labeling the GUV membrane with a

lipidic fluorophore and imaging the glass–membrane–water

interface, where lipids were deposited from the GUV to the

surface. In these experiments, we observed the formation of a

single pore in the GUV membranes near the contact points with

the planar surface. We also quenched the lipid labels in the outer

GUV membranes in a variation of the experiment to determine

the dynamics of the inner leaflet separately. In a second set of

experiments, we imaged the equatorial plane of GUVs and fol-

lowed their contraction upon lipid deposition. In this set of

experiments, we also tracked the release of small vesicles

encapsulated in the GUVs.

Experiment A: imaging the glass–buffer interface

Fig. 1 and Movie M1 in the ESI† show a representative obser-

vation that has been repeated in many individual hemifusion

events (n ¼ 22). At the beginning of the experiment, we focused

the image plane on the SAM–buffer interface. When a GUV

drifted into the field of observation, it was identified by its

defocussed halo of fluorescence. Hemifusion occurred typically a

few seconds after vesicle adhesion to the SAM. We exploited this

time lag to determine the initial surface area of the GUV by

imaging its equatorial plane. Subsequently, we returned the focal

plane to the SAM and recorded the hemifusion event. The

resulting sequence of images was cropped to start a few slides

before each hemifusion event. Time labels shown in the image

panels of Fig. 1–4 correspond to the original time stamps of each

hemifusion event and are not related to any particular event of

vesicle adhesion or hemifusion. We deduced four main results

from a number of image series (n¼ 22) exemplified by that shown

in Fig. 1A.

(A) At the beginning of the sequence, a GUV with a radius

r z 4 mm drifted into the focal plane and formed a contact with
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
the surface. Image a in Fig. 1A shows the GUV immobilized on

the SAM shortly before hemifusion began. All images were

affected by background fluorescence emitted from regions of the

GUV that were out of focus. The center point of the intensity,

which is likely the vesicle contact site, did not show any

distinctive features. Therefore, the time point when hemifusion

started could not be directly inferred from the images. Further-

more, the initial deposition of the lipid material on the surface

was hard to determine because of the background fluorescence.

However, once the vesicle started shrinking, hemifusion had

commenced, which led to the formation of a fluorescent lipid

monolayer on the SAM surface, which we refer to as a hemifusion

zone. The hemifusion zone is seen in image d and further, and

expanded radially outward from the membrane contact site

while the vesicle contracted, as inferred from the shrinkage of

the region of background fluorescence. Following the initiation

of the hemifusion event, the expansion process completed

within z1 s (see also Movie M1 in the ESI†).

We also observed that there was another region that sur-

rounded the contact site. This region was larger than the ‘‘bright’’

inner hemifusion zone, and darker (image f at t ¼ 526 ms in

Fig. 1A and Movie M1). As observed in the movie, this dark

outer zone expanded together with the brighter inner zone as an

annulus with an approximately time-invariant width of z5 mm.

To show this observation quantitatively, normalized angular

averages of the intensity distributions around the symmetry

center were determined as a function of radial distance from the

contact site. For image f (t ¼ 526 ms), the resulting intensity

distribution and its (negative) radial slope are shown in Fig. 1B.

Apart from an intensity drop at a radius rz 9 mm, which occurs

at the boundary between the inner and outer zones, a ‘tail’ is

observed between rz 10 and 15 mm that shows a higher intensity

than background (r > 15 mm), which decreases gradually to the

background level with growing r. Based on Fig. 1B, we estimated

the relative intensities of the deposited lipid leaflets in the two

zones. We found that the average intensity in the outer zone

was z10% of that in the inner zone after background subtrac-

tion. This ratio of intensities is similar to the ratio of lipid

densities in the condensed (fluid) and the gaseous phases of lipid

monolayers on water.55

As shown in Fig. 1A, the vesicle contracted (images e and

further) only after a lag period during which the outer hemi-

fusion zone was formed. Vesicle contraction coincided with the

deposition of the inner hemifusion zone, as shown in Fig. 1C

where the area of that zone is plotted as a function of time. The

expansion of the inner hemifusion zone slowed down when the

lipid material in the GUV was exhausted. The inner hemifusion

zone reached an area, ABLM z 400 mm2, which is approximately

twice the initial surface area of the GUV (AGUV ¼ 4pr2 z 200

mm2), suggesting that this hemifusion zone is indeed comprised of

a lipid monolayer with a similar lipid density as in the two leaflets

of the parent GUV.

(B) Images b–d in Fig. 1A show a single, small dark spot

(diameter z 500 nm) near the center of the hemifusion zone

(between the 7 and 8 o’clock directions from the center of

symmetry). We observed such features frequently near the

bottom of fusing vesicles (see also Fig. 2). We suggest that these

dark spots represent pores that allow the expulsion of GUV

content and transfer of lipids between the inner and outer GUV
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10877–10886 | 10879
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Fig. 1 Events following the attachment of a fluorescently labeled GUV

on a glass slide covered by a hydrophobic SAM, and their quantitative

evaluation. A selection of images from Movie M1 in the ESI† show

fluorescence images focused at the glass–water interface. (A) Sequence of

fluorescence images. Slide (a): a GUV immobilized on the surface, fol-

lowed by the radial expansion of a circular ‘inner’ hemifusion zone

outward from the membrane contact site (slides (b) and beyond). Slides

10880 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10877–10886
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leaflets. By focusing on the equatorial planes of GUVs during

hemifusion we could characterize pore formation further (see

below).

(C) The time course of monolayer deposition is plotted in

Fig. 1C. Initially, the GUV bilayer close to the surface had a

higher fluorescence intensity than that of the deposited mono-

layer, which therefore could not be determined. Fig. 1C shows

the background as a constant fluorescent area of z70 mm2

during the time regime (dashed line). In image c of Fig. 1A and

onward, we were able to determine the size of the deposited

monolayer, i.e., the inner hemifusion zone, because its area had

grown considerably beyond the size of the GUV halo. Initially

(tT 400 ms), the hemifusion zone grew quickly, and this growth

leveled off (image g and beyond) as the area of the deposited

monolayer reached the combined area of the two GUV mono-

layer leaflets, AGUV z 400 mm2. In this regime, the average linear

growth as a function of time – the expansion coefficient – of the

hemifusion zone was 710 � 32 mm2 s�1. While the expansion of

the hemifusion zone slowed significantly at t > 1000 ms, it did not

completely come to a halt because lipids at the periphery of the

hemifusion zone diffused further out into areas devoid of lipid.

Linear extrapolation of the hemifusion zone area back to A ¼
0 was used to determine the onset of monolayer deposition. On

the time scale given by the time stamps in Fig. 1A, the inner

hemifusion zone started to form at tz 195 ms (arrow in Fig. 1C).

(D) At the end of the hemifusion process (Fig. 1A, images g–i),

a highly fluorescent grain was deposited at the center of the

hemifusion zone. We observed the deposition of such grains

frequently, in z50% of all hemifusion events, indicating that

their origin may be associated with the GUV, either as an

encapsulated small vesicle or as a remnant of the collapsed GUV.

Apart from this bright fluorescent particle, the center of the

hemifusion zone was darker than the deposited monolayer

surrounding it. Fig. 1D shows a contrast-enhanced version of the

data of panel A, image i, and the intensity distribution along a

vertical line that avoids the fluorescent particle. This result

shows a decrease in fluorescence intensity around the center of

the deposited monolayer. This is unlikely due to self-quenching

of the chromophore because of the low LR-PE concentrations
(b) and (c): a hemifusion pore was observed near the membrane contact

site. In addition (slides (f) and beyond), a larger, darker ‘outer’ hemi-

fusion zone was visualized outside the inner hemifusion zone. Following

the formation of the hemifusion pore, the GUV shrank as the hemifusion

zones expanded. A highly fluorescent particle or small vesicle was trapped

at the center of the hemifusion zone (slides (g)–(i)) while the center of the

inner hemifusion zone darkened near the end of the event. (B) Normal-

ized angular average of the intensity profile (dotted line) and its radial

derivative (solid line) of the image shown in slide (f) of panel A. The

boundaries of the distinct hemifusion zones are indicated by peaks in the

derivative function and marked with dashed vertical lines. (C) Area of the

inner hemifusion zone as a function of time and estimate of the initial

slope that quantifies the area expansion. The expansion coefficient indi-

cated by the solid line is 710 � 32 mm2 s�1. The arrow indicates the onset

of monolayer expansion, as extrapolated from the initial slope. As dis-

cussed in the text, this is initiated by the formation of a hemifusion pore.

(D) Post-processed image of the data shown in slide (i) of panel A with

linearly enhanced contrast and intensity distribution along the yellow

line.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 2 Another example of a fluorescently labeled GUV attached to a

glass slide covered by a hydrophobic SAM. A selection of images from

Movie M2 in the ESI† show fluorescence images focused at the glass–

water interface. (A) A sequence of fluorescence images. Slides (a) and

beyond: a GUV immobilized at the surface. Slides (b)–(f): a hemifusion

pore formed near the membrane contact site. Slides (d)–(f): a small vesicle

trapped inside the GUV was expelled from the GUV through the pore.

(B) Angularly averaged intensity profile (dotted line) and its radial

derivative (solid line) of the image shown in slide (i) of panel A. The

boundaries of the distinct hemifusion zones are indicated by peaks in the

derivative function and marked with a dashed vertical line.

Fig. 3 Events following the attachment of a fluorescently labeled GUV

on a glass slide covered by a hydrophobic SAM. A selection of images

from Movie M3 in the ESI† show fluorescence images focused at the

equatorial plane of a GUV. Raw data show that the GUV encapsulated

vesicles, of which one was initially in focus (slides (a) and (b)). Slides (c)

and beyond: a hemifusion pore was formed near the membrane contact

site (not visualized in the image), and the trapped vesicles moved toward

the glass surface, out of focus, and were expelled from the GUV through

the pore (slides (c)–(e)). During the hemifusion event, the GUV

contracted toward the surface as it shrank (slides (d)–(i)) while the

hemifusion zone grew.
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(z1 mol%). Therefore, this observation suggests that the center

of the hemifusion zone is depleted of lipids, or at least of fluo-

rescently labeled lipids, at the end of the hemifusion process.

A second GUV hemifusion event, which shows more clearly

the hemifusion pore (in the 3 o’clock direction from the contact

point) and the expulsion of GUV content during hemifusion, is

shown in Fig. 2 (see also Movie M2 in the ESI†). This GUV was

larger (rz 8 mm) than the GUV observed in Fig. 1. Lipid vesicles

initially trapped inside the fusing GUV were expelled with the

aqueous content through the pore (Fig. 2A, images d–f). As

vesicle and water were expelled, the GUV was pushed in the

opposite direction, thus conserving the overall momentum. The

intensity profile, Fig. 2B, confirms the formation of two hemi-

fusion zones.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
Experiment B: imaging the equatorial plane

Fig. 3 and Movie M3 in the ESI† show optical sections of a large

GUV during the hemifusion event. Initially, the GUV appeared

as a circular ring and contained encapsulated vesicles located on

the focal plane (Fig. 3A, image a). Other trapped vesicles

appeared as punctate structures because they were located either

above or below the focal plane. At the beginning of the hemi-

fusion event, an encapsulated vesicle, initially dissected by the

focal plane drifted out of focus (image c), was expelled from the

GUV (image d), and then drifted back into the focal plane

(images e and f). The expulsion process completed in 3 frames

(z160 ms). During content expulsion, the GUV contracted

toward the interface, as indicated by size reduction of the GUV

perimeter. Concurrently, a hemifusion zone expanded outside of

the focal plane.

The direct observation of the expulsion of encapsulated vesi-

cles supports our hypothesis that the hemifusion pore is formed

near the membrane contact site. Leaving the GUV through a

narrow constriction, i.e., the hemifusion pore, such vesicles are

propelled from the center of the GUV toward the direction of the

pore. The observation of a vesicle drifting out of focus and

subsequently reappearing in the focal plane is most likely due to its

reflection at the glass surface, which in turn implies that the

hemifusion pore is facing the substrate and is therefore close to

the contact site. In contrast, if the pore was located above the

focal plane, the expelled vesicle would be propelled toward
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10877–10886 | 10881
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the buffer phase, and hence would not reappear in the images at a

later time. In many independent observations (n ¼ 19) of the

equatorial planes of GUVs during hemifusion, we observed that

expelled vesicles always drifted out of focus, but not away from

the interface. These observations suggest that hemifusion pores

are neither located in the equatorial plane nor above it. For some

events, we observed that multiple vesicles were simultaneously

ejected toward the same direction, suggesting that there is only

one hemifusion pore, consistent with a published work.56
Fig. 4 Events following the attachment of a fluorescently labeled GUV,

whose outer membrane leaflet had been quenched, on a glass slide

covered by a hydrophobic SAM, and their quantitative evaluation. A

selection of images fromMovie M4 in the ESI† show fluorescence images

focused at the glass–water interface. (A) Raw data show a GUV treated

with sodium dithionite. Hemifusion proceeded as in Fig. 1 and 2, but only

a single (inner) hemifusion zone was observed. Slides (a) and beyond: the

GUV fused to the surface, resulting in the expansion of a circular

hemifusion zone. Toward the end of the event (slide (f) shows a linearly

contrast-enhanced image), the hemifusion zone darkened and appeared

as a dark halo within the spread circular monolayer. (B) Radially aver-

aged intensity profile (dotted line) and its radial derivative (solid line) of

the image shown in slide (f) of panel A. The boundaries of a single

hemifusion zone are indicated by peaks in the derivative function and
Imaging of GUVs after chromophore quenching in the outer

leaflet

NBD-PE labeled GUVs were treated with sodium dithionite

after the formation of the closed shells, irreversibly quenching

chromophores located in the outer bilayer leaflet. The aqueous

phase was then replaced with a dithionite-free buffer and images

were obtained by focusing on the glass–water interface (Fig. 4

and Movie M4 in the ESI†). The hemifusion of the inner leaflet

proceeded as observed in Fig. 1 and 2, except that we did not

observe the formation of an outer hemifusion zone. Initially, a

GUV (r z 4.5 mm) approached the surface where it attached to

the SAM (Fig. 4A, image a). Subsequently, a nearly circular

hemifusion zone expanded from the membrane contact site

(images b–e). Eventually (image f), the center of the hemifusion

zone lost fluorescence intensity. In contrast to hemifusion events

where both GUV leaflets were labeled, Fig. 4B, derived from

image d, shows only one hemifusion zone. Accordingly, only one

drop in intensity was observed. This result is consistent with the

assumption that the outer hemifusion zone originated from the

outer vesicle leaflet. Once the hemifusion pore was formed, lipids

from the outer leaflet that was devoid of fluorescent labels and

the labeled inner leaflet fed the formation of the hemifusion zone.

Images of the expanding monolayer do not show variations in

fluorescence intensity that would indicate regions that were

derived primarily from the inner or the outer leaflet. This hemi-

fusion zone expanded at a rate of DABLM/Dt|lin � 738 � 29 mm2

s�1 (Fig. 4C).

To confirm the formation of hybrid bilayer membranes in the

inner hemifusion zones, we performed fluorescence recovery

after photobleaching (FRAP) at the end of each surface incu-

bation with vesicles. The recovery curves (not shown) indicated

that the lipid labels in the spread monolayers were highly mobile,

with diffusion coefficients of z2 mm2 s�1. This value is compa-

rable to the diffusion coefficient of DOPC in monolayers on OTS

SAMs57 and only slightly smaller than the values measured in

free vesicle membranes58,59 and in tethered bilayers resting on a

hydration layer on solid substrates.60
marked with a dashed vertical line. (C) Area of the inner hemifusion zone

as a function of time and estimate of the initial slope that quantifies the

area expansion. The expansion coefficient indicated by the solid line is

738� 29 mm2 s�1. The arrow indicates the onset of monolayer expansion,

as extrapolated from the initial slope.
Discussion

We observed the adhesion and hemifusion of GUVs in a large

number of individual events, out of which we show a few

representative examples in Fig. 1–4. In all hemifusion events we

observed that pores formed near the GUV contact sites. To start

toward an interpretation of these observations, we assume that

an outer zone is formed by lipids deposited from the outer

membrane leaflet of the GUV, driven by a reduction of the high

surface energy between the hydrophobic SAM surface and the
10882 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10877–10886
buffer. Stripping outer layer lipids from the GUV requires a

major topological rearrangement of the membrane at the contact

site. The data reported in Fig. 1 suggests that the outer and inner

membrane leaflets rearrange independently in two separate

events. After the GUV adheres to the hydrophobic SAM surface,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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its outer membrane leaflet breaks open at the contact site and

rearranges to form a hemifusion diaphragm61 through which lipid

is extracted to the hydrophobic interface. While the inner GUV

membrane leaflet is still intact, no lipid exchange occurs between

the two monolayers and thus, the lipid material is transferred

exclusively from the outer leaflet, leading to an imbalance

between the lipid densities in the inner and outer GUV mono-

layers. The resulting strain on the GUV membrane initiates a

second transformation that involves both membrane leaflets and

leads to pore formation near the contact point of the bilayer with

the hydrophobic surface. Once formed, the pore allows for the

expulsion of the vesicle content and establishes a mechanism for

the transfer of lipid material between the inner and outer GUV

monolayers. This exchange mechanism allows for lipid deposi-

tion as a coherent, fluid condensed monolayer on the SAM

surface, which forms the inner zone, implying that pore forma-

tion is required for hemifusion and therefore constitutes a

characteristic event of the hemifusion process.

After hitting the hydrophobic interface, we observed that

vesicles remain static for a few seconds without any visually

detected changes in their organization. We propose that the

initial reorganization of the outer bilayer leaflet has a high acti-

vation energy and is therefore a highly unlikely event on

molecular time scales. However, once a defect is formed in the

outer leaflet at the contact point, the high surface tension of the

water-exposed SAM surface strips off lipid molecules that form

the outer hemifusion zone. There is neither lipid transfer between

the leaflets nor expulsion of vesicle content because the inner

leaflet is still intact. At this initial state of the hemifusion process,

lipid material is extracted from the outer GUV leaflet against its

resistance to expansion, hence the deposited lipid material has a

low in-plane density on the SAM surface, possibly comparable to

a gaseous lipid monolayer phase, and is therefore low in fluo-

rescence intensity. The expansion of the outer lipid leaflet induces

stress that ultimately leads to the formation of the hemifusion

pore. Based on the areas of the outer hemifusion zone at various

time points and the initial expansion dynamics (Fig. 1B and D),

we estimate that the formation of the hemifusion pore occurs at

z100 ms after the breaking of the outer GUV shell. We suppose

that stress redistribution in the outer leaflet happens much faster

than local stress generation due to lipid removal, since it is set by

the speed of sound in the bilayer (which is on the order of 103 m

s�1, see ref. 62). Therefore, we can assume that stress is uniform

across the outer leaflet. Moreover, on the relevant time scales,

this stress cannot simply relax by lipid exchange between the

inner and the outer leaflet, as flip-flop has much longer charac-

teristic times associated with it.63 As a consequence, the stress in

the outer leaflet will continuously increase until it suffices to open

a pore. We always observed the formation of the pore close to the

vesicle–SAM contact point, which might be a consequence of the

fact that this is the vesicle area where (i) the lipid bilayer structure

is already strongly perturbed and (ii) the flow speed of outer-

leaflet lipids is the largest (see below).

The magnitude of the stress on the bilayer that induces

formation of the hemifusion pore can be estimated as follows. As

shown in Fig. 2, a GUV with an initial radius of rz 8 mm forms

an outer hemifusion zone with a radius of rout z 7 mm, as

determined from the distance of the peak positions in the

intensity slope. The density of the outer hemifusion zone is much
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
lower than that of the inner hemifusion zone, which has a

molecular density similar to that of the original GUV bilayer

leaflets. Over the time course of the experiment, the radius of the

outer hemifusion zone remains approximately constant, sug-

gesting that the area of the outer hemifusion zone at the moment

of the rupture of the hemifusion pore was Aout (t¼ 0)¼ prout
2 z

150 mm2. Because the density of this lipid layer is low (its fluo-

rescence intensity was observed to be �10–30% of that of the

inner hemifusion zone, see Fig. 1B and 2B), the amount of lipid

extracted from the outer GUV leaflet amounts to z50 mm2 (for

the GUV shown in Fig. 2). We assume that the inner GUV leaflet

cannot contract elastically during lipid extraction from the outer

leaflet because of the constant volume of its trapped water.

Overall, the relative change of area is

DA

A
z

prout
2

3

�
4pr2 ¼ rout

2

12r2
z 6:4%

which results in an estimate of the stress in the outer

monolayer of

s ¼ Ka

2

DA

A
z 6m Nm�1

with a typical value of Ka ¼ 200 mN m�1 (for a bilayer

membrane). Indeed, it has been reported that the limiting stress

for membrane lysis is about 10 mN m�1 for DOPC with the

application of dynamic strain on the order of 25 mN m�1 s�1.64

The hemifusion pore establishes a mechanism for both lipid

exchange between the bilayer leaflets and expulsion of vesicle

content. Once the initial stress on the outer bilayer leaflet is

relaxed, lipid material can flow freely to the high-energy SAM

surface, leading to the deposition of a condensed and highly

fluorescent monolayer, as evidenced by the formation of the

inner hemifusion zone. We did not observe more than one pore in

any hemifusion event. This is consistent with the expectation that

once a first pore opens, this reduces the stress significantly and

thus makes it unlikely for a second pore to form. Furthermore,

we observed that the area of each hemifusion pore contracted

with the shrinkage of the fusing vesicle. This is consistent with the

notion that the perimeter of the hemifusion pore is a high-energy

line, which is minimized in length.

Fig. 5 illustrates these processes schematically. First, a GUV

attaches to the surface, presumably through a hemifusion dia-

phragm61 (Fig. 5A). Outer leaflet lipids (red) fuse to the surface,

leading to a radially expanding outer hemifusion zone of low

lipid density, and therefore of low fluorescence intensity. It is

irrelevant whether this contact occurs at a pristine SAM surface

or at a SAM surface on which prior hemifusion events elsewhere

have already deposited a dilute gas of lipid molecules, as shown

in the depiction. No lipid exchange between the inner and outer

GUV leaflets occurs at this point, leading to stress on the outer

leaflet that prevents the free flow of lipid to the surface. As this

stress intensifies with lipid withdrawn onto the surface, a hemi-

fusion pore forms, which expels the water trapped in the GUV

and allows lipids to transfer freely from the inner (blue) to the

outer leaflet (Fig. 5B). With the restriction preventing the inner

leaflet from contributing lipids lifted, transfer of lipids from both

leaflets leads to the deposition of a densely packed inner zone of

high fluorescence intensity. As the process continues, the hemi-

fusion zone spreads out (Fig. 5C). At the same time, the GUV
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10877–10886 | 10883
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Fig. 5 Schematic model of a GUV hemifusion event to an OTS SAM on

a solid substrate. Lipid chains on the outer and inner GUV leaflets are

shown in red and blue, respectively, and those in the OTS SAM in black.

(A) A GUV attaches to the surface, forming a hemifusion diaphragm

(exaggerated in size with respect to the GUV). Its outer leaflet fuses to the

surface and feeds the formation of a dilute outer hemifusion zone. Lipid

depletion in the outer GUV leaflet leads to stress between the outer and

inner GUV leaflets, which do not communicate at that stage. As the GUV

surface tension becomes sufficiently large, a hemifusion pore forms near

the membrane contact site. (B and C) Following pore formation –

marked by arrows in Fig. 1C and 4C – lipids exchange between the inner

and the outer leaflet through the pore and transfer to the surface, feeding

the more densely packed inner hemifusion zone, and water is expelled

through the pore. The simplified physical model discussed in the text

suggests that the initial area of the zone increases linearly with time. The

inner leaflet may break apart at the zone center during expansion. (D)

Hemifusion completes, leaving an area of reduced lipid density at the

adhesion site.
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shrinks toward the membrane contact site. The inner leaflet at

the center of the hemifusion zone is pulled radially outward

during the expansion and it breaks apart at the end of hemifusion

(Fig. 5C). Finally, the deposition ends when all the lipid of the

GUV has fused to the surface, leaving a dark center at the

original contact site (Fig. 5D) with a radius on the order of 5 mm.

Based on these observations, we developed a simple model for

the time dependence of the hemifusion zone spreading. Lipid

spreading happens because coverage of the substrate by a lipid

film lowers the surface free energy by some amount, g, per unit

area. It is opposed by a variety of energy losses, and since the

entire process happens at a very low Reynolds number, the

dominant losses are dissipative. The most obvious ones are

the expulsion of vesicle content through the pore and the friction
10884 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10877–10886
of the spreading hemifusion zone with the substrate. For the

former, the dissipative power P scales as hRV2, where h is the

solvent viscosity, R is the pore radius and V is the expulsion

speed. With R z 1 mm and V z 200 mm s�1, we find P z 10�16

W. For the energy loss through friction, we expect a power loss

on the order of P z bv2A, where b is the friction coefficient, v is

the spreading speed andA is the area over which the film spreads.

Using a value of b z 108 Ns m�3,57,65,66 and the observation that

an area, Az 400 mm2, is deposited in approximately one second,

we estimate P z 10�11 W that is much bigger than the hydro-

dynamic losses. This suggests a simple model in which the

instantaneous free energy gain due to spreading, which occurs at

the leading edge of the expanding hemifusion zone, is always

balanced by the frictional losses of the lipids flowing from the

center of the hemifusion zone towards that edge. The speed by

which the outer edge progresses, v(R) ¼ dR/dt, then sets the

energy gained per unit time. Hence, the energy gain due to area

expansion is

dEsurf ¼ �gdA ¼ �2pgRdR (1)

and its time derivative is

dEsurf/dt ¼ �2pgR � v(R). (2)

This energy gain is consumed by friction of lipids moving from

the center towards the edge of the hemifusion zone. However, the

speed of lipids on the interface depends on their distance from the

contact point. Therefore, we first determine the local dissipative

losses and then integrate over the entire hemifusion zone at a

point in time, t. Since the frictional stress is proportional to the

local velocity v(r), sdiss ¼ bv(r) (b: friction coefficient), the force

dissipated by sliding outward an infinitesimal area, dA, that is

occupied by lipid molecules and located at a distance r from the

contact site is Fdiss(r) ¼ bv(r)dA, and the consumed energy is

Fdiss(r) ¼ bv(r)dr dA. The dissipated energy per unit time is

therefore

dEdissðrÞ
dt

¼ bvðrÞ dr
dt
$dA ¼ bv2dA (3)

Conservation of lipid flux at different radial distances from the

origin (r < R) requires

vðrÞ ¼ vðRÞR
r

(4)

The frictional stress between the lipid monolayer and the SAM

surface, proportional to the local speed of the expanding

monolayer, dissipates the energy gained from monolayer

spreading. Across the entire area of the inner hemifusion zone,

the dissipated energy amounts to

dEdiss

dt
¼ b

ðR

3

vðrÞ2dA ¼ bvðRÞ2
ðR

3

R2

r2
$2prdr ¼ 2pbR2vðRÞ2

ðR

3

dr

r

¼ 2pbR2vðRÞ2lnR
3

(5)

where 3 is the radius of the hemifusion diaphragm, i.e., the

radial distance from the contact site where lipid is deposited to

the SAM.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Balancing power gains and losses, eqn (2) and (5), we obtain

vðRÞ ¼ g

bR lnðR=3Þ (6)

Finally, if we resubstitute v(R) ¼ dR/dt, we obtain A(t) as an

experimentally observed quantity,

gt ¼ b

ðRðtÞ

3

R0lnðR0=3ÞdR0 ¼ b

2

�
R2ln

R

3
ffiffiffi
e

p þ 1

2
32
�

; or

AðtÞ ¼ pR2ðtÞ ¼ ð2pg=bÞ
lnðR=3 ffiffiffi

e
p Þ t�

p32=2

lnðR=3 ffiffiffi
e

p Þz const$t

(7)

where we used the fact that (R/3) [ 1. Therefore, ln(R/3) is

approximately constant over the range of observed R values

(which are all [ 3, but within a factor of 2 between each other).

The term proportional to 32 is small at large t. Earlier work on

the spreading of lipid films on hydrophilic67,68 and hydro-

phobic68,69 surfaces revealed the same linear scaling. The

observed hemifusion zone expansion deviates from the predicted

linearity as its area approaches twice that of the initial GUV

due to the finite lipid reservoir in the GUV and the limited rate

of lipid transport through the hemifusion diaphragm bottleneck

at r ¼ 3.

Although there is no direct information on the hemifusion

diaphragm from the fluorescence measurements, we estimated its

size based on the parameters in eqn (7). Images that visualize the

hemifusion pore such as those in Fig. 2A, image (b) and further,

show that the pore may be located quite closely to the contact

site. For example, in image (b), the rim of the pore isz1 mm from

the center of symmetry. This implies that the radius of the

hemifusion diaphragm is smaller than 1 mm.WithRz 10 mm, we

obtain R/3 $ 10. In the linear regime of area deposition, this

yields

dA

dt
¼ ð2pg=bÞ

lnðR=3 ffiffiffi
e

p Þz 1:1
pg

b
: (8)

Expansion speeds show typical values of dA/dt z 1000 mm2

s�1 (Fig. 1, 2 and 4), which lead to an estimate of g z 30 mN

m�1, comparable with the surface tension of hydrocarbon–water

interfaces of 40–50 mN m�1.70
Conclusions

Visualization of individual hemifusion events of GUVs with

hydrophobic surfaces leads us to develop a model for the hemi-

fusion process. The exposure of a hydrophobic surface to an

aqueous environment is thermodynamically unfavorable and

drives vesicle hemifusion. However, the process is impeded by an

energy barrier for membrane reorganization that retards the

feeding of inner-layer lipids to the surface and the expulsion of

vesicle content to the surrounding aqueous phase. Consequently,

adsorbed vesicles dawdle for extended times before hemifusion

commences. The initiation of the hemifusion process occurs by

spreading of outer-layer lipids to the hydrophobic surface at a

low in-plane concentration that can be described as a gaseous

monolayer phase. Due to a gross mismatch in lipid density near

the contact site and far away, a wave of lipid material spreads as

an outer hemifusion zone—much faster than it would through
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
diffusion. Stress between the rapidly depleting outer vesicle layer

and the inner layer leads to membrane rupture and the formation

of a pore at or near the contact site. Once the inner and outer

vesicle membranes communicate through the rim of the hemi-

fusion pore, lipid flows to the surface in a dense monolayer,

forming the inner hemifusion zone with a fluid-like lipid mono-

layer. We conclude that the energy gained by lipid wetting of the

solvent-exposed hydrophobic surface is mainly dissipated in the

friction between the expandingmonolayer and the SAM. Since all

deposited lipid material must pass through the bottleneck of the

hemifusion diaphragm, this process limits the speed of the

expanding hemifusion zone. The expansion of the condensed lipid

monolayer around the contact site leaves the site of the hemifusion

diaphragm depleted of lipid. On the other hand, we observed

frequently that highly fluorescent particles are deposited at the

center of the adhesion site, which may correspond to aggregates

involved in the nucleation of the original vesicle. Mechanistic

insights gained here into the complex vesicle–surface interactions

could further improve the design of lipid vesicles as drug carriers.
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